Coach Women’s Artistic Gymnastics
Employment rate: 75-100%
Location: Malmö, Sweden
GK Motus-Salto is now looking for a coach in Women’s Artistic Gymnastics who has both
great technical skills and, as much important, a coaching philosophy based on athlete
centred coaching. We are at a point where we are ready to take the next step and develop
the discipline further. This job involves both being on the floor with the gymnasts, as well as
planning practice and competition and developing the discipline together with and in close
cooperation with the other coaches.

Tasks:
●
●
●
●

Together with the existing coaching team train our high level gymnasts
Plan practices, competitions and camps
Participate in competitions and training camps
Be a part in developing the organisation for women’s artistic gymnastics in
Motus-Salto together with other coaches, sports manager and in line with the board’s
vision.

We believe that you are:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A competent leader with several years’ experience as a coach within women’s artistic
gymnastics
A team-player who is a natural communicator and easily builds good relationships
with gymnasts, colleagues and parents
Educated coach within women’s artistic gymnastics at minimum FIG level 2 or
equivalent
Able to communicate in the Swedish or English language
An organised and independent person
Flexible regarding working hours as most classes are set in mornings, afternoons,
evenings and weekends
And of course passionate about gymnastics and each gymnast’s individual
development

About Motus-Salto:
Motus-Salto is a non-profit gymnastics club in Malmö, Sweden, with 1300 members. We offer
a wide range of gymnastics like basic gymnastics for children, artistic gymnastics, and
TeamGym from beginners to elite level as well as paragymnastics. Our vision is to offer both
national and international competitive levels.
Motus-Salto is home of national champions in all three competitive disciplines. However, our
values are clear; children should be children and have fun at gymnastics. Therefore, we work
actively to counteract unfair treatment and topping, in accordance with the Convention on the
Rights of the Child.
Apply for the position by sending in your CV and cover letter to info@motussalto.com
preferably as soon as possible as this is an ongoing recruitment and the position might be
filled earlier.

